To Whom this May concern (All Australians)

I have grave concerns that the Muslim people coming in do not fit in with main stream Australia

I have spoken to a few Muslims and they believe we are bringing in the (rock throwers) instead of the Mercedes drivers,...

They congregate together and still dress as they were 800 years ago, and yet we bend over backwards to accommodate.

My Wife is from a Maltese background, and I have plenty of Greek and Italian friends I believe these people have been able to assimilate due to the fact that we share the same beliefs and cultures

I would not expect a Muslim to not believe, but I think I would not run around over there and flaunt a Cross

Ban the Barkers would be a step in the right direction for most educated people

There should also be a Tax on these People as there is over there on Christians, if they wont work and contribute to Australia

Put a stop for at least 30 years till we settle what we have here. Only bring in the ones that wish to mix and contribute to a new Country and a new way of life with People of a similar book, and or fellow Australians

Regards